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ABSTRACT Since satellite network traffic is self-similar and long-range-dependent (LRD), after analyzing current network traffic forecasting models, a satellite network traffic combined forecasting model that is based on the decompositionruit fly optimization algorithm – extreme learning machine (FOA-ELM) is proposed. This forecasting model decomposes LRD network traffic into multiple short-range dependent (SRD) components via empirical mode decomposition (EMD), applies the FOA-ELM forecasting model to the decomposed high-frequency components, and applies the ELM forecasting model to low-frequency components. The simulation results show that the forecasting model can improve the forecasting accuracy and forecasting speed, reduce the complexity, and achieve effective and efficient forecasting of satellite network traffic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Satellite network has an extensive range and a large communication capacity, can be integrated with terrestrial networks. So spatial bandwidth resources can be utilized to divert terrestrial network traffic to alleviate the congestion of terrestrial network. Services in a satellite network include services that are generated on a satellite, services from other satellites, and services from terrestrial networks. Terrestrial networks can generate a large amount of multimedia data. Some satellites also generate multimedia data, for example, remote sensing satellites on regional observations of the Earth’s surface can generate multimedia remote sensing data including images and video [1], [2]. Therefore, a satellite network generates and transmits a large amount of multimedia data, such as images, audio and video, and the amount drastically changes. At the network aggregation node, the data generated by the satellite aggregates with the data from other nodes.

Studies have shown that the service traffic of the terrestrial Internet generally exhibits self-similarity [3]. The self-similar traffic of a terrestrial network continues to have self-similarity after it enters the satellite link through the information gateway and is aggregated and transmitted in a satellite network. That is, the self-similarity of the traffic is universally present in the satellite network and can be transmitted [4]-[6]. The self-similarity of satellite network traffic is reflected by its long-range dependence (LRD), and a prominent manifestation of LRD is that the queue performance of the aggregation node can be affected by the long time burst of traffic. It is necessary to establish a forecasting model based on the self-similarity property of the traffic in satellite network to achieve accurate traffic forecasting. The forecasting models of self-similar traffic in terrestrial networks have high computational complexity. Due to the limited on-board computing resources of satellite networks [7], computational complexity of satellite networks traffic forecasting model needs to be reduced. So, traffic prediction models of terrestrial networks are not suitable for satellite networks. Therefore, establishing a high-precision and low-complexity traffic forecasting model, which has great significance to studies of satellite network queue management and resource scheduling, is necessary.

To address these issues, based on the analysis of current network traffic forecasting models, this paper uses ON/OFF model to generate self-similar traffic, proposes a satellite network traffic combined forecasting model based on the decomposition fruit fly optimization algorithm-extreme learning machine (FOA-ELM). This forecasting model can improve the forecast accuracy and forecasting speed, reduce complexity, and achieve effective and efficient forecasting of satellite network traffic.

The main contributions of this paper are described as follows:

First, the LRD properties of satellite network traffic can increase the complexity of traffic modeling. This paper uses empirical mode decomposition (EMD) to decompose LRD satellite network traffic into multiple traffic series with single
frequency and short-range dependence (SRD) to reduce the forecasting complexity and increase the forecasting speed.

Second, the frequency and nonlinearity of the first intrinsic mode function (IMF1) obtained by EMD is relatively high. In this paper, based on the ELM model, the input weight and threshold of ELM are optimized using the FOA, and the FOA-ELM forecasting model is proposed. The forecasting accuracy can be improved by the FOA-ELM model to predict the IMF1 component.

Third, the frequency of other components obtained by EMD is relatively low, and all other components are predicted to reduce the number of models and improve the modeling efficiency. The ELM model can achieve a relatively high forecasting accuracy.

Last, we design the total flow of the satellite network traffic forecasting process and sum the results of the IMF1 component by the FOA-ELM model and those of all other components by the ELM model to obtain the forecasting results of satellite network self-similar traffic.

The organizational structure of the remainder of the paper is described as follows: Section II describes related forecasting models. Section III introduces traffic model of satellite network. In Section IV, based on the ELM model, an FOA-ELM forecasting model is constructed. Section V studies the EMD algorithm, proposes a decomposition FOA-ELM combined forecasting model, and describes the forecasting steps. Section VI describes the simulation results and performance analysis. Section VII summarizes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Current studies of network traffic forecasting models can be summarized as follows:

First, the models that based on the SRD model are employed to fit the LRD, such as the Markov model [8], Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model [9], and Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model [10]. Because network traffic exhibits LRD properties, these models cannot effectively characterize the nature of network traffic, which often causes poor accuracy of traffic forecasting.

Second, models based on the LRD model of time series are proposed, such as the Fractional Autoregressive Integration Moving Average (FARIMA) model, which adds fractional processing based on the ARMA model [11]. The model can reflect the properties of network traffic to a certain extent. Although the forecasting performance is improved compared with models based on the SRD model, the calculation process of the FARIMA model is too complex and time-consuming.

Third, with the development of machine learning, many nonlinear intelligent neural network models have been proposed. These models can better characterize the nature of network traffic and greatly improve the forecasting performance, such as backpropagation (BP) neural networks [12], support vector machines (SVMs) [13] and other improved models. In Ref. [14], since the BP neural network models are prone to fall into local optimal values and overfitting, a genetic algorithm (GA) is used to optimize the algorithm of the BP neural network, which achieves certain improvements regarding the disadvantages of the BP neural network and improves the ability of approximation of the BP neural network. However, the two optimization algorithms are relatively complex, the selection of parameters is more difficult and the convergence rate is slow and prone to premature convergence. Ref. [15] employed a least squares SVM (LS-SVM), which is an improved model of SVM. The LS-SVM can compensate for the defects of traditional neural networks and the SVM and has a fast learning speed. However, its structure remains relatively complex, determining its parameters are more difficult, and the forecasting accuracy of a single LS-SVM model is insufficient for a complex satellite network. In Ref. [16] employed principal component analysis and a generalized regression neural network forecast (PCA-GRNN) to forecast Satellite network traffic, principal component analysis (PCA) reduce the input dimensions while preserving the main features of the data, so PCA improve Training efficiency of GRNN, PCA-GRNN method achieves a higher forecasting accuracy and shorter training time, But The GRNN model have higher computational complexity, which is not suitable for satellite networks.

Fourth, due to the shortcomings of the single model, many scholars have proposed combined forecasting models that apply EMD or a wavelet algorithm to decompose the network traffic and then apply other forecasting models on the decomposed network traffic, which effectively reduces the complexity and improves accuracy. In Ref. [17], the EMD-ARMA combined forecasting model was proposed, and the decomposed network traffic components were forecasted using the models based on the SRD model. The forecasting performance was greatly improved; however, the decomposed components had nonlinear characteristics, which caused large errors in the results obtained by SRD models.

Regarding the previously mentioned problems and based on the self-similarity and LRD properties of the service traffic in satellite network, we apply EMD in this paper to decompose the LRD satellite network traffic into multiple SRD components, apply the FOA-ELM forecasting model to the decomposed high-frequency components, and apply the ELM forecasting model to the low-frequency components and residual. Thus, a decomposition FOA-ELM combined forecasting model for satellite network traffic is proposed.

III. TRAFFIC MODEL OF SATELLITE NETWORK

A satellite network includes space satellite groups, ground gateways and ground terminals, shown as in figure 1, that every node can be connected together through inter-satellite and satellite-ground links [18]. The on-board processing, switching and routing technology can be applied to accurately acquire, quickly process and efficiently transmit the information.

The service of satellite network sink-node includes the service generated by itself and that from on-board or terrestrial node. Each node contains various types of services, that is, multiple services of multiple nodes converge at the satellite network sink-nodes, so traffic convergence occurs.

In the paper, the ON/OFF model is used to represent that the
data source of a satellite network node alternates between the states of sending data and non-sending data. The ON corresponds to the data sending duration and the OFF to the pause duration [19]. It can be considered that the continuous ON and the OFF duration are independent and identically distributed. The traffic of satellite network sink-nodes can be regarded as the joint action of the superposition of a series of ON/OFF sources, as shown in figure 2.

In the forms, \( \alpha \) is the shape parameter and \( \alpha > 0 \), indicating the degree of heavy tail of Pareto distribution. The smaller \( \alpha \) is, the stronger the heavy tail is. \( \beta \) is the minimum cut-off parameter, indicating the minimum that random variable \( X \) can be valued.

As long as either the ON or OFF period is of heavy-tail distribution, the superimposed service will result in self-similarity [19]. Therefore, in this paper, approximate self-similar traffic is generated by aggregation of a large number of ON/OFF sources with Pareto distributions.

IV. FOA-ELM FORECASTING MODEL

A. ELM MODEL ANALYSIS

The conventional neural network model has some shortcomings such as slow convergence speed and easy to fall into convergence local minimum, so it is not suitable for satellite networks. Therefore, an efficient and simple traffic forecasting model is needed. Compared with the traditional neural network, the ELM, which was proposed by Prof. Huang [20], has the advantages of a faster computation speed, a simple network topological structure and a better generalization capability than a traditional neural network.

For the ELM, \( N \) samples exist for input and output \( (X_i, t_i) \) and \( L \) hidden layer nodes. The prediction expression is

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{L} \beta_j f(w_j \cdot X_i + b_j) = y_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N
\]

Equation (3) is expressed as

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N} \| t_i - y_i \| = 0
\]

There are \( \beta_j \), \( w_j \) and \( b_j \), so that Equation (3) is expressed as

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{L} \beta_j f(w_j \cdot X_i + b_j) = t_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N
\]

Equation (5) can be expressed by the matrix; \( H \beta = T \), where \( H \) is the output of the hidden layer; \( \beta \) is the output weight; and \( T \) is the expected output. The expression is shown as follows:

\[
H(w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_L, b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_L, X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_N) =
\begin{pmatrix}
  f(w_1 X_1 + b_1) \\
  \vdots \\
  f(w_L X_1 + b_L) \\
  \vdots \\
  f(w_1 X_N + b_1) \\
  \vdots \\
  f(w_L X_N + b_L)
\end{pmatrix}_{N \times L}
\]
\[ \beta = \left( \begin{array}{c} \beta_1^T \\ \vdots \\ \beta_i^T \\ \vdots \\ \beta_n^T \end{array} \right), \quad T = \left( \begin{array}{c} T_1^T \\ \vdots \\ T_i^T \\ \vdots \\ T_N^T \end{array} \right) \]  

(7)

Therefore, the output weight matrix can be obtained by solving the least squares solution (LSS) for the following equations:

\[ \min_\beta \| H\beta - T \| \]  

(8)

The output weight matrix \( \beta \) is represented by the following equation:

\[ \hat{\beta} = H^+T' \]  

(9)

\( H^+ \) is the Moore-Penrose general inverse matrix of the output matrix \( H \). The input weight of the ELM matrix and the threshold of the hidden layer are randomly chosen and remain unchanged during the training process, and the output weights are calculated using the previous equations. The random selection and determination of the input weight and threshold enable faster training of the neural network in the ELM compared with the traditional neural network.

Because the input weight and hidden layer neuron threshold in the ELM are randomly selected, the forecasting accuracy can be affected by the LSS. Therefore, this paper uses the FOA to optimize the input weight and threshold in ELM to improve accuracy.

### B. CONSTRUCTION OF FOA-ELM MODEL

The FOA, which was proposed by the Taiwan scholar Pan W T [21], is a swarm intelligence algorithm proposed for global optimization. Compared with GAs, ant colony algorithms, and particle swarm algorithms, the FOA has a simple structure and few parameters, is easily implemented, identified and adjusted, and has relatively high accuracy. The optimization of the ELM using the FOA is to find the optimal concentration values of fruit flies by iteration, so as to obtain the optimal ELM parameters. The Algorithm is described:

**Algorithm 1** FOA-ELM model

| Input: | N training samples. |
| Output: | FOA-ELM model. |
| 1: | Set the population size \( \text{SizePop} \), the maximum iteration number \( \text{Maxgen} \), initialize the location of the fruit fly population \( X_{axis} \) and \( Y_{axis} \), the initial global optimum value \( \text{Smellbest} \). |
| 2: | Construct the topological structure of the ELM network, set the number of neurons in the input and hidden layers. |
| 3: | Generate the fruit fly population from the input weight \( w \) and the threshold \( b \) of the hidden layer neurons, and initialize an individual fruit fly’s location and radius of the fruit fly population. |

\[ X(i) = \{ x_{11}, x_{12}, \ldots, x_{i3} \}, Y(i) = \{ y_{11}, y_{12}, \ldots, y_{i3} \} \]  

(10)

\[ R = \{ r_{11}, r_{12}, \ldots, r_{i3} \}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, \text{sizepop} \]  

(11)

\[ S = l \times n + l \]  

(12)

Where, \( S \) is the fruit fly dimension, \( l \) is the number of neurons in the hidden layer, and \( n \) is the number of neurons in the input layer.

4: for \( m = 1 \) to \( \text{Maxgen} \) do

5: for \( i = 1 \) to \( \text{SizePop} \) do

6: The location and direction of the fruit fly are updated, and the individual taste concentration values of the individual taste concentration values of the fruit fly are calculated

\[ X(i) = X_{axis} + \text{random value} \]  

(13)

\[ Y(i) = Y_{axis} + \text{random value} \]  

(14)

7: Calculate the distance \( D_i \) from the individual fruit fly to the origin and then calculate the determination value of the taste concentration \( S_i \).

\[ D_i = \sqrt{X(i)^2 + Y(i)^2} \]  

(15)

\[ S_i = 1/D_i \]  

(16)

8: The fitness function \( \text{smell}(i) \) is selected to calculate the individual concentration value of the fruit fly.

\[ \text{smell}(i) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (t_j - t_j')^2 \]  

(17)

Where, \( t_j \) is actual input value, \( t_j' \) is predicted output value of ELM.

9: if \( \text{smell}(i) < \text{Smellbest} \) then

10: Preserve the individual location, replace the \( \text{Smellbest} \) by the current concentration value \( \text{smell}(i) \) of the fruit fly. Then, the fruit fly swarm flies towards the location with the optimal smell concentration value.

11: else

12: Continue.

13: end if

14: end for

15: end for

16: Output the optimal parameter \( (w, b) \) and establish the ELM prediction model.

17: return FOA-ELM model.

### V. DECOMPOSITION FOA-ELM COMBINED FORECASTING MODEL

#### A. EMD-BASED SATELLITE NETWORK TRAFFIC DECOMPOSITION

The LRD model of network traffic can increase the difficulty of traffic modeling and has a relatively large impact on the forecasting results. Converting LRD network traffic into an SRD series [22],[23],[24] can effectively reduce the computation complexity and improve the forecasting speed. Commonly employed traffic decomposition methods include wavelet decomposition [25] and EMD [26]. Wavelet
decomposition has the difficulty of determining the basis of wavelets. EMD decomposition was proposed by the American scholar Huang et al. The EMD algorithm is simple, its parameters are easily established, and it has a strong ability to analyze local signals. Therefore, EMD is used to decompose the network traffic in this paper. The network traffic is decomposed into single-frequency and SRD time series, which are employed in the nonlinear forecasting model.

EMD decomposes irregular traffic into multiple single frequency components and the residual, i.e., \( y(t) = \sum \text{IMFs} + r(t) \), where \( y(t) \) is the time series of the traffic, IMFs are components, and \( r(t) \) is the residual. The EMD decomposition procedure is described as follows:

---

**Algorithm 2 EMD algorithm**

**Input:** The time series \( y(t) \).

**Output:** IMF functions, the last residual function \( r(t) \).

1. Give the time series \( y(t) \), set \( r_n = y(t) \).
2. while \( r_n(t) \) \( \neq \) monotonic function do
3. Identify all minimum and maximum values of the time series \( y(t) \).
4. Use the cubic spline interpolation function to generate the upper and lower envelope lines of the data samples, and consider the mean \( ml \) of the upper and lower as the standard.
5. Subtract mean from time series signal, \( h(t)=y(t)-ml \).
6. if \( h(t) \) satisfies the condition of the IMF function then

---

**Algorithm 3 Decomposition FOA-ELM combined model**

**Input:** The network traffic series.

**Output:** Prediction results.

1. Use the EMD algorithm to decompose the network traffic series into seven IMF components and a residual \( r(t) \).
2. Separate the IMF1 component with high frequency and nonlinearity from other components with low frequency.
3. Some data is used as the training set, and other data is used as the test set to verify the validity of the model.
4. For the training set, apply Algorithm 1 to optimal parameter \( (w, b) \), and use Equation (9) to get optimal parameter \( \beta \).
5. Use FOA-ELM model described in Algorithm 1 for IMF1 to obtain the prediction results.
6. Apply ELM model described in Algorithm 2 for other components to obtain the prediction results.
7. Add the prediction results of the two parts to obtain the final prediction results.
8. return prediction results.

---

The decomposition FOA-ELM combined model is described as follows:

---

**Figure 3. Block diagram of the decomposition FOA-ELM combined forecasting model**

---

The detailed process of the decomposition FOA-ELM combined forecasting model is shown in Figure 4.
VI. PERFORMANCE SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

The original data packet with the LRD model is generated by aggregation of a large number of ON/OFF sources in the MATLAB environment, and 550 data sets are used as experimental data, as shown in Figure 5. The first 500 data sets are used as the training set, and the last 50 data sets are used as the test set to verify the validity of the model.

The degree of the self-similarity of network traffic is represented by the Hurst parameter value $H$. If $0 < H \leq 0.5$, the data have SRD properties; if $0.5 < H < 1$, the network traffic has self-similarity and LRD properties. The higher the value of $H$, the higher is the dependence and the stronger is the burstiness of the data. This paper employs the R/S analysis method to estimate the $H$ of raw data, and $H = 0.8353$ is obtained, which shows that the original data has relatively high self-similarity and LRD properties.
1) EMD SIMULATION

EMD decomposes network traffic to obtain seven IMF components and the residual $r(t)$, as shown in Figure 6-13. The frequency and nonlinearity of the IMF1 are relatively high, the randomness and suddenness of the remaining IMFs are gradually weakened, and the IMF7 and residual are similar to the oscillating mode of the sinusoidal signal.
To measure the prediction accuracy of the model, the mean square error (MSE) is used as the predictor; its expression is

$$MSE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where $n$ represents the length of the data; $y_i$ is the actual value; and $\hat{y}_i$ is the predicted output value.

The prediction results of the decomposition FOA-ELM combined forecasting model proposed in this paper and those of the ARMA and PCA-GRNN are compared, and the fitting of each model is shown in Figure 14. The fitting of the decomposition FOA-ELM combined forecasting model proposed in this study is better than those of other forecasting models, and the FOA-ELM model can accurately predict the magnitude and trend of the traffic time series.

### 2) FORECASTING ACCURACY

Table 1 shows the MSEs of the proposed decomposition FOA-ELM combined forecasting model and other models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecasting Model</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>decomposition FOA-ELM</td>
<td>0.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA-GRNN</td>
<td>0.552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMA</td>
<td>1.283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 1, the ARMA model has the highest prediction error, followed by the PCA-GRNN model. The decomposition FOA-ELM combined forecasting model has significantly lower error than other models, which indicates that the decomposition FOA-ELM combined forecasting model has a relatively high prediction accuracy.

### 3) FORECASTING SPEED

This paper applies the ELM model to the IMF2-7 components and the residual $r(t)$ (first approach), and the obtained MSE and operation time are compared with those obtained when each component is separately predicted (second approach), as shown in Table 2. The difference between the two approaches in the prediction accuracy is minimal, while the operation time of the first approach is considerably smaller than that of the second approach. Therefore, the first approach in this paper (that treats IMF2-7 and the residual) can reduce the number of models, reduce the prediction time when ensuring the prediction accuracy, and satisfy the requirements of the forecasting efficiency for satellite network traffic.
TABLE 2 forecast time comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>Prediction time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall of IMF2-7 and r(t)</td>
<td>0.0623</td>
<td>2.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF2</td>
<td>0.0533</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF3</td>
<td>5.55e-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF4</td>
<td>1.229e-04</td>
<td>4.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF5</td>
<td>7.36e-07</td>
<td>(Total Prediction time of separately forecast)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF6</td>
<td>1.07e-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF7</td>
<td>1.078e-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r(t)</td>
<td>1.723e-12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a decomposition FOA-ELM combined forecasting model is proposed by analyzing the self-similarity and LRD properties of the service traffic of satellite networks. EMD is used to decompose the LRD network traffic into multiple SRD subseries, and then the corresponding forecasting models are applied according to the characteristics of various subseries. The decomposed IMF1 component has high-frequency; thus, the FOA-ELM model is employed. This paper treats other components and applies the simple ELM model for prediction. The simulation results show that the decomposition FOA-ELM combined forecasting model is better than other models in forecasting accuracy and forecasting speed, which can satisfy the effective and highly efficient prediction of satellite network traffic.
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